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2
Q U I N E ’ S A R G U M E N T F R O M D E S PA I R

Summary: Quine’s naturalism admits of both a positive and a
negative characterization. Positively, Quine defines naturalism
as the “recognition that it is within science [. . . ] that reality is to
be identified and described” (TTPT, 1981d, 21). Negatively, nat-
uralism can be defined as the rejection of first philosophy. In this
chapter, I offer a historical reconstruction of Quine’s argument
against first philosophy, an argument which is routinely per-
ceived as an argument from despair. According to this standard
conception, Quine rejects first philosophy because all attempts
to reconstruct our scientific theories in terms of sense experi-
ence have failed. I show that this picture is historically inaccu-
rate and that Quine’s argument against first philosophy is con-
siderably stronger and subtler than this received view suggests.
For Quine, the first philosopher’s quest for transcendental foun-
dations is inherently incoherent; the very idea of a self-sufficient
sense datum language it presupposes is without sense. 1

2.1 introduction

According to Quine, naturalism can be characterized negatively
as the abandonment of “the goal of a first philosophy” prior
to science (FME, 1975a, 72). Where traditional epistemology as-
pired to contain science by attempting to “construct it some-
how from sense data”, the naturalist rather sees epistemology
as “contained in natural science” (EN, 1969a, 83). But what ex-

1 This chapter is an extended and slightly adapted version of the paper
“Quine’s Argument from Despair” (Verhaegh, 2014) that appeared in the
British Journal for the History of Philosophy (volume 22, issue 1, pp. 150-173).
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22 quine’s argument from despair

actly are Quine’s reasons for rejecting first philosophy? Why, in
other words, does Quine believe that we are bound to evaluate
our epistemic practices from within, that we are “busy sailor[s]
adrift on Neurath’s boat” (FME, 1975a, 72)? In the present chap-
ter, I examine Quine’s ideas about first philosophy and recon-
struct his argument for dismissing the project.

Prima facie, Quine’s argument against first philosophy seems
to be pretty straightforward: we ought to abandon traditional
epistemology because, historically, all attempts to ground our
beliefs have failed. In “Epistemology Naturalized” (1969a),
Quine divides traditional epistemology into a doctrinal and
a conceptual program and argues that neither project can be
carried out satisfactorily. On the doctrinal side, Hume’s prob-
lem of induction prevents us from deducing our beliefs about
the world from basic observation statements. On the conceptual
side, Quine criticizes the epistemologist’s attempts to translate
our theoretical concepts in sensory terms. In particular, he crit-
icizes Carnap’s project of rational reconstruction, arguing that
it fails to “offer any key to translating the sentences of science
into terms of observation, logic, and set theory” (EN, 1969a, 77).
As an alternative to these projects, Quine proposes his natural-
ized epistemology, the study of how theory and evidence are
actually related:

If all we hope for is a reconstruction that links science
to experience in explicit ways short of translation, then it
would seem more sensible to settle for psychology. Better
to discover how science is in fact developed and learned
than to fabricate a fictitious structure to a similar effect.
(ibid., 78)

Where the traditional epistemologist rejects such a naturalism
as circular, Quine believes that he is free to use scientific knowl-
edge in his inquiries: “scruples against circularity have little
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point once we have stopped dreaming of deducing science from
observations” (ibid., 76).

Let me call this the standard conception of Quine’s argument
against first philosophy. In the standard conception, we are
justified in adopting a naturalized epistemology only after we
have established that all attempts to reduce our knowledge to
sense experience have failed. Quine’s argument, in other words,
is construed as a conditional argument: we can legitimately
take on a naturalized epistemology only when we have demon-
strated that we ought to “stop dreaming of deducing science
from sense data” (EN, 1969a, 84) and that we ought to “despair
of being able to define theoretical terms generally in terms of
phenomena” (FME, 1975a, 72). The Quinean naturalist is not a
‘busy sailor’ from birth, but “someone who later elects to en-
list, perhaps in reaction to some deep disappointment” (Maddy,
2007, 85). Quine’s argument, in short, is pictured as an argument
from despair.2

The standard conception is widespread among both Quine
scholars and critics. In “The Key to Interpreting Quine”, for ex-
ample, Roger F. Gibson summarizes Quine’s arguments against
the doctrinal and the conceptual program and concludes that
“[t]he thesis that there is no first philosophy is a comment on
the failure of traditional epistemologists to find a foundation
outside of science upon which science [. . . ] can be justified”
(1992, 17). Similarly, P. M. S. Hacker claims that “[t]he failure of
the Carnapian enterprise seemed to Quine to warrant the nat-

2 This apposite phrase is David Shatz’s: “Quine arrived at [his] proposal by
route of an argument we might term the argument from despair. The tradi-
tional project of validating common sense and scientific beliefs in the face of
skeptical challenge has been, and is doomed to be, a failure; therefore, the
project is best dropped” (1994, 117). According to Shatz, the alternative to an
argument from despair is a dialectical naturalism, which aims to “confront
the problem of skepticism and of circularity head on”. Shatz believes that
Quine in some places “provides a partial defense of dialectical naturalism”
(ibid., 120).
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uralization of epistemology” (2006, 236), and Penelope Maddy
argues that the Quinean naturalist seems to be “driven to her
position by ‘despair’ at the failure of any or all attempts to
‘ground’ science” (2007, 85).3

Still there seems to be something odd about the standard con-
ception. For one thing, Quine’s argument from despair only oc-
curs in “Epistemology Naturalized” (1969a) and in “Five Mile-
stones of Empiricism” (1975a). The argument is conspicuously
absent in Quine’s work before and after these two papers, even
when he discusses the distinction between traditional and natu-
ralized epistemology. This gap is particularly apparent in From
Stimulus to Science (1995b). In the first chapter of this book,
Quine gives an extended summary of the traditional quest for
certainty, starting with sceptical worries about our knowledge
of the external world and ending with Carnap’s project of ratio-
nal reconstruction. Yet in the second chapter, which deals with
his naturalism, Quine nowhere uses the traditional epistemolo-
gists’ failure as an argument for adopting a naturalistic perspec-
tive. Rather, he reflects on the “phenomenalistic orientation” of
the traditional project, i.e. about “[t]he idea of a self-sufficient
sensory language as a foundation for science” (FSS, 1995b, 15).

Second, if the argument from despair were all he had to of-
fer, Quine would not have made a particularly strong case for
the naturalization of epistemology. For as many epistemologists
have objected, it is one thing to dismiss the traditional quest
for absolute foundations, it is quite another thing to reject the
search for justification tout court and to claim that “[e]pistemol-
ogy, or something like it, simply falls into place as a chapter
of psychology and hence of natural science” (EN, 1969a, 82).4

Quine only shows that we cannot completely ground our be-
liefs on sense experience, an argument that is too weak to con-

3 See also, for example, Roth (1999, §2), Kertész (2002, §3), and Fogelin (2004,
19-27).

4 The loci classici of this argument are Putnam (1982) and Kim (1988).
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vince any first philosopher who shares the former’s scepticism
about the Cartesian dream. In response to Quine’s despair, tra-
ditional epistemologists could easily adopt a “moderate first phi-
losophy, which eschews certainty but which allows for the in-
dependence (of epistemology from science) sought by the tradi-
tionalist” (Siegel, 1995, 53).

In this chapter, I argue that the standard conception is mis-
taken. I show that Quine’s argument against the first philoso-
pher is considerably stronger than the standard conception sug-
gests. In works both before and after “Epistemology Natural-
ized”, Quine does not abandon traditional epistemology out of
despair but because the project is demonstrably flawed from
the beginning. According to Quine, it is a mistake to believe
that one can develop a self-sufficient sensory-language, inde-
pendent of our best scientific theories of the world. The first
philosopher does not fail because he aims at Cartesian certainty,
but because he presupposes that he can adopt some science-
independent perspective. I argue, in short, that “Epistemology
Naturalized”, when considered in isolation from the rest of his
work, misrepresents the strength of Quine’s position.5

What I offer, then, is a historical reconstruction of Quine’s
actual argument against first philosophy, focusing on his work
both before and after “Epistemology Naturalized”. This chap-
ter is structured as follows. I start by outlining the standard
conception and examining Quine’s argument from despair (sec-
tion 2.2), after which I introduce his stronger argument (sec-
tion 2.3) and show how he uses it to dismiss both the tradi-
tional epistemologist (section 2.4) and the sceptic (section 2.5).
Next, I analyze Quine’s views about the theory-evidence rela-
tion, which underlie his argument, and show that his position
is more nuanced than it might initially seem to be (sections 2.6-

5 Note that this chapter focuses exclusively on Quine’s negative claim, i.e. on
his argument against traditional epistemology. Quine’s positive characteriza-
tion of naturalism will be the subject of the sections 4.2-4.5.
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2.7). I end this chapter with an analysis of how we might better
read “Epistemology Naturalized” in the light of these findings
(section 2.8).6

2.2 from certainty to straight psychology

Although we seem to know a great many things about ourselves
and the world around us, we can never be absolutely sure that
our beliefs are true. Even our best scientific theories, history has
taught us, might turn out to be false or to rest on misguided as-
sumptions. According to Quine, traditional epistemology starts
from a deep dissatisfaction with this situation: “the theory of
knowledge has its origin in doubt, in scepticism. Doubt is what
prompts us to try to develop a theory of knowledge” (NNK,
1975d, 257).7 In order to restore confidence in both our every-
day convictions and our scientific theories, traditional episte-
mologists seek to ground our beliefs upon something more se-
cure. Quine often refers to this project as ‘the Cartesian dream’,

6 A great deal of the confusion on the part of the standard conception seems
to be triggered by certain phrases in “Epistemology Naturalized”. I am not
the first to point at the somewhat problematic relation between this paper
and the rest of Quine’s work. See Putnam (1982, 244) and Johnsen (2005).
Johnsen concludes that Quine himself is to blame for this confusion: “the
fault lies not in the universal incompetence of the essay’s readers, but rather
in a disastrous failure of its author’s outsized gifts as an expositor of his
own views” (2005, 79). For the purposes of this chapter, it should be noted
that Johnsen focuses almost exclusively on Quine’s positive claim that episte-
mology becomes a chapter of psychology; a claim that wrongly implies that
Quine comes to reject normative epistemological questions (see section 6.11).
I take it that my reading of Quine in this chapter is compatible with Johnsen’s
interpretation and see my main claim as complementary: not only does “Epis-
temology Naturalized” fail to accurately delineate Quine’s positive views, as
Johnsen claims, it also misrepresents Quine’s arguments against traditional
epistemology.

7 See also (LDHP, 1946a, 50-51) and (FSS, 1995b, 1).
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the dream of an indubitable foundation for our beliefs about
ourselves and our surroundings.8

In analyzing the epistemologists’ quest for certainty, Quine
has focused almost exclusively on empiricist attempts to ground
our knowledge.9 In his discussion of empiricist epistemology,
Quine distinguishes two projects, one doctrinal and one concep-
tual. The doctrinal project is concerned with truth and aims at
deriving our beliefs about the world, especially our well-estab-
lished scientific theories, from basic observation statements. The
conceptual project, on the other hand, is concerned with mean-
ing and aims at translating our scientific concepts in sensory
terms. The two projects are connected: if one succeeds in defin-
ing all scientific concepts in sensory terms, then one’s scientific
beliefs and one’s basic observation statements will be couched
in the same sensory language, an accomplishment that will en-
able one to examine whether the former can be derived from
the latter (EN, 1969a, 69-71).

According to Quine, the classical empiricists failed in both
respects. On the conceptual side of epistemology, Locke, Berke-
ley, and Hume were unable to indicate how our complex ideas
about the world can be constructed out of indubitable sim-
ple ones; defining even the very notion of an enduring phys-
ical body turned out to be problematic. Still their problems
were worse on the doctrinal side. For Quine, it was Hume who
showed that it is impossible to establish a deductive relation
between theory and evidence even if both are couched in the

8 See (PT, 1990g, 19). In referring to the quest for certainty as ‘the Cartesian
dream’, Quine is referring to Descartes’ tremendous influence in putting the
search for foundations on the philosophical agenda. Quine is aware, however,
that Descartes was not the first to attempt to ground our knowledge about
the world. He recognizes that “the quest for certainty goes back to Plato, and
nobody knows how far beyond” (LDHP, 1946a, 52).

9 An exception is (LDHP, 1946a, 54-9), where he explicitly discusses and rejects
rationalism. Most notably, Quine questions whether the rationalist can be cer-
tain that her innate ideas are true, even if they seem self-evident.
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same sensory language; neither general statements nor singu-
lar statements about the future can be deduced from any finite
set of sensory evidence (EN, 1969a, 71-2).

Quine is convinced that there is no progress to be made with
respect to the doctrinal project: “The Humean predicament is
the human predicament” (ibid., 72). Although the value of in-
ductive reasoning in science can hardly be overestimated, the
traditional epistemologist simply has to admit that we are never
strictly entitled to rely on induction (RA, 1994d, 231-3). Still
there was progress to be made with respect to the conceptual
project. Quine argues that some major advances in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth century breathed new life into the em-
piricists’ program.

One of these developments was Jeremy Bentham’s work on
contextual definition, or what he called paraphrasis. The classical
empiricists had developed what Quine has called a “term-by-
term empiricism” (TDE, 1951b, 42).10 Their goal was to define

10 Strictly speaking, classical empiricism is better characterized as an ‘idea-by-
idea’ empiricism, since its aim is to define complex ideas in terms of simple
ones. Quine has often credited John Horne Tooke, a contemporary of Hume,
for shifting the empiricists’ attention from ideas to words: “Tooke appreciated
that the idea idea itself measures up poorly to empiricist standards” (FME,
1975a, 68). See also (TDE, 1951b, 38-9), (FM, 1977, 271-2), and (FSS, 1995b, 6).
According to Quine, the “idea idea” was a leftover from Cartesian rationalism.
Where rationalists stressed that we should ground our beliefs upon clear
and distinct ideas, the classical empiricists rejected innate ideas and replaced
them with the impressions we obtain through the use of our senses. Still
even though they disagreed with the rationalists on the source of our ideas,
the empiricists maintained the view that our beliefs about the world should
be grounded in ideas that are clear and distinct (LDHP, 1946a, 63). So although
the classical empiricists took a big step in repudiating innate ideas, bringing
the process of belief acquisition more out into the open, they failed to see
that the empiricist project would gain much in clarity if it were phrased as
the program of defining the words we use in sensory terms; for “[i]f there is
sense to be made of the compounding of ideas, clearer sense can be made of
the compounding of language. Words, unlike ideas, are out where we can see
what we are doing” (FSS, 1995b, 6).
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our complete vocabulary in sensory terms. Bentham showed,
however, that terms can also be defined contextually; one can
define a term simply by showing how all sentences contain-
ing the term can be paraphrased into sentences without it. In
general, one can contextually define a word W on the basis of
some accepted defining vocabulary V , by explaining how to
paraphrase every sentence S in which W occurs, into a new
sentence that contains only words of V and S other than W (VD,
1972, 55).11

According to Quine, Bentham’s method proved to be greatly
beneficial for the empiricists’ conceptual studies. Instead of de-
fining our complete theoretical vocabulary in sensory terms, the
empiricist could now also choose to explain away some terms
as fictions:

Hume’s [. . . ] desperate measure of identifying bodies
with impressions ceased to be the only conceivable way
of making sense of talk of bodies, even granted that im-
pressions were the only reality. One could undertake to
explain the talk of bodies in terms of talk of impres-
sions by translating one’s whole sentences about bodies
into whole sentences of impressions, without equating
the bodies themselves to anything at all. (EN, 1969a, 72)

Next to Bentham’s method of paraphrasis, Quine lists the de-
velopment of set theory in the late nineteenth century as an
advancement that led to substantial progress on the conceptual
side of the empiricists’ quest for certainty. Taking our sense im-
pressions as the fundamental objects of a set theoretic structure,
the empiricist “is suddenly rich: he has not just his impressions

11 See also (CD, 1995a). As an example, consider the mathematical expression
sin(π)
cos(π) . This expression may be abbreviated as tan(π) without defining ‘tan’
directly in terms of ‘sin’ and ‘cos’. It is enough to relate definiendum and
definiens contextually such that for all x, tan(x) equals sin(x)

cos(x) (TC, 1936, 78).
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to play with, but sets of them, and sets of sets, and so on up”
(ibid., 73); he has access to an infinite universe of sets containing
all possible combinations of impressions.

According to Quine, Russell was the first the see the episte-
mological potential of these logical and mathematical advance-
ments.12 Still Quine credits Carnap as the philosopher who ac-
tually attempted to carry out the project by using these formal
tools to construct our beliefs about the world out of primary
sense experiences. According to Quine, Carnap’s Der Logische
Aufbau der Welt (1928a) constituted “a masterful construction”
of the external world from the data of sensation “using the so-
phisticated devices of mathematical logic” (CA, 1987b, 144).13

Carnap opens the Aufbau with the claim that he attempts to es-

12 See (ROD, 1966a, 83-4) and (EN, 1969a, 73-4) for Quine’s reading of Russell’s
Our Knowledge of the External World (1914). It should be noted, however, that
Quine’s reading is not uncontroversial. According to Pincock (2007), for ex-
ample, Russell should not be interpreted as reviving the empiricist project.

13 Here too it should be noted that this is Quine’s interpretation of the Aufbau.
Friedman (1987, 1992), Tennant (1994), and Richardson (1990, 1992, 1998),
among others, have criticized Quine’s reading and developed an alternative
interpretation in which Carnap’s choice to work from a phenomenalist basis
in the Aufbau was merely arbitrary. In this reading, Carnap’s intention “is not
so much to give a traditional empiricist justification for our knowledge of the
external world as to exhibit what Carnap calls the “neutral basis” common
to all epistemological views—whether empiricist, transcendental idealist, re-
alist, or subjective idealist” (Friedman, 2007, 5). In a reply to Tennant, Quine
recognizes that there are some passages in the Aufbau that support such a
neutralist reading, but he maintains that the Aufbau was initially supposed to
be part of the phenomenalist project:

I have a further hypothesis [. . . ] to account for Carnap’s profes-
sion of neutrality between a phenomenalistic basis and a physi-
calistic one. I picture Carnap as having been a single-minded
phenomenalist when he devised the constructions that went
into the Aufbau. When the book was about ready for printing,
I picture Neurath pressing the claims of physicalism. I then
picture Carnap writing and inserting those paragraphs of dis-
avowal by way of reconciling the book with his changing views.
Significantly, he took the physicalistic line in his subsequent
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tablish a constructional system, “a step-by-step derivation or ‘con-
struction’ of all concepts from certain fundamental concepts”
(Carnap, 1928a, §1). The concept he chooses as the foundation
of his construction is what he calls an elementary experience, an
individual’s totality of experiences at a given moment in time
involving all sense modalities.14 Next to a fundamental concept,
Carnap also introduces the dyadic predicate Rs. This relation Rs
holds between two elementary experiences x and y whenever
the subject recognizes x and y as partially similar (ibid., §78).
Using only these very basic elements,15 Carnap manages to
define “a wide array of important additional sensory concepts
which, but his constructions, one would not have dreamed were
definable on so a slender basis” (TDE, 1951b, 39). Most impor-
tantly, Carnap succeeds in constructing the five sense modali-
ties as well as the basic sense qualities that are taken for granted
in the classical empiricists’ epistemological framework.

After having constructed these basic sensory concepts, Car-
nap attempts to step outside the subjective arena of experience
into the intersubjective world. As a first step, Carnap wants
to assign the sense qualities in our visual field—i.e. the colors
in our two-dimensional visual space—to points in the three-
dimensional physical space order, a manoeuvre that Carnap be-

writings, and refused permission to translate the Aufbau for
more than thirty years. (CNT, 1994a, 216)

See also (FSS, 1995b, 13-4). Whether or not this reading is correct; in what
follows I mainly limit my discussion to Carnap’s project as it is conceived by
Quine.

14 Note that this description of an elementary experience only makes sense from
the point of view of the finished construction; individuals and sense modali-
ties are not presupposed at the start of Carnap’s project.

15 In fact, Carnap even succeeds in defining elementary experiences in terms of
Rs, such that his construction makes only essential use of logic, mathematics,
and one dyadic predicate. Moreover, in the sections 153-5, Carnap attempts
to eliminate Rs as well by introducing the notion of foundedness into his logic
and by defining Rs in terms of it. Scholars have been critical of Carnap’s
success on this score, however. See Friedman (1987, 532-3).
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lieves to be “one of the most important steps in the construc-
tional system” (Carnap, 1928a, §124). The idea, as Quine notes,
is to translate sentences of the form ‘Quality q is at point-instant
x;y;z;t’ in terms of the fundamental notions that Carnap allows
in his constructional scheme (TDE, 1951b, 40).

As he himself has recognized in the preface to the second
edition of the Aufbau, however, Carnap did not succeed in con-
structing the intersubjective ‘is at’ connective from any of the
subjective lower level concepts:

One of the most important changes [in the second edi-
tion] is the realization that the reduction of higher level
concepts to lower level ones cannot always take the form
of explicit definitions [. . . ] Actually, without clearly real-
izing it, I already went beyond the limits of explicit defini-
tions in the construction of the physical world. For exam-
ple, for the correlation of colors with space-time points,
only general principles, but no clear operating rules were
given. (1928a, viii)

Instead of providing a full translation of our color-assignments,
Carnap was only able to provide a list of desiderata that any as-
signment of colors to space-time points should satisfy “as far as
possible”, while being aware that they can never be “precisely
satisfied” (ibid., §126).

It is important to see why Carnap’s reduction broke down
at this point. Carnap’s desiderata for assigning colors to world
points only prescribe a complete assignment, not a point-by-
point allocation. The reason for this is that one needs to dis-
tinguish between genuine information from the outside world
and subjective color experiences such as hallucinations and dis-
turbances of the eye (ibid.). The problem for Carnap is that one
can only judge whether some experience is hallucinated when
one examines whether it fits in one’s total allocation of visual
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experiences over time. One cannot judge whether a single expe-
rience is hallucinated on the basis of that very experience alone;
“the assignment of sense qualities to public place-times has to
be kept open to revision in the light of later experience, and
so cannot be reduced to definition” (ROD, 1966a, 85). In conse-
quence, one cannot assign one color to a particular space-time
point without considering its place holistically in the total color-
to-world allocation. Carnap’s construction broke down, in other
words, because he failed to take into account the holistic nature
of the theory-evidence relation.16

In response to his failure to develop a satisfactory criterion
of empirical significance, Carnap radically altered his views af-
ter the Aufbau. In “Testability and Meaning” (1936; 1937), Car-
nap gave up on the idea that theoretical sentences should be
strictly translatable into the observation language if they are to
be empirically significant. Instead, he introduced a liberal form
of reduction that allows theoretical sentences to be correlated
with lower level sensory sentences in a way short of translatabil-
ity. Rather than demanding strict reductions such that theoret-
ical sentences are eliminated in favor of observation sentences,
Carnap now also admitted reduction sentences that define new
theoretical terms only relative to specified experimental condi-
tions.17

In “Epistemology Naturalized”, Quine argues that Carnap’s
adjustments were fatal for traditional epistemology. For in dis-

16 See also (CPT, 1984a, 125-6): “A typical single sentence of a theory has no
distinctive empirical content of its own; it can be singled out for testing, but
only by agreeing meanwhile to hold other sentences of the cluster immune
[. . . ] in the Aufbau the very mechanism of [this] Duhem effect is strikingly
and imaginatively depicted”.

17 Carnap (1936, §8) defines reduction sentences as follows. Let Q3 be a theoret-
ical predicate, let Q1 and Q4 describe experimental conditions which have
to obtain in order to find out whether or not a space-time point b has the
property Q3, and let Q2 and Q5 describe possible results of the experiments.
Then Q3 can be introduced as a new predicate in one’s language by means
of the following pair of sentences R1 and R2:
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pensing with reduction by elimination, “the empiricist is con-
ceding that the empirical meanings of typical statements about
the external world are inaccessible and ineffable” (EN, 1969a,
78-9). That is, in allowing more liberal forms of reduction, Car-
nap acknowledged that he would never be able to completely
specify the empirical meanings of isolated theoretical sentences.
“Epistemology Naturalized”, in other words, seems to construe
Carnap’s concession as a natural endpoint for traditional epis-
temology. Where Hume had already demonstrated that we can-
not hope to fulfil the doctrinal project, Carnap’s Aufbau showed
that the conceptual project is too demanding as well. Quine ar-
gues that to “relax the demand for definition, and settle for
a kind of reduction that does not eliminate, is to renounce
the last remaining advantage that [. . . ] rational reconstruction
[had] over straight psychology; namely, the advantage of trans-
lational reduction” (ibid., 78). We ought to “stop dreaming of

(R1) Q1 → (Q2 → Q3)

(R2) Q4 → (Q5 → ¬Q3)

Definitions of this form are partial definitions because the meaning of Q3 is
only specified relative to a set of experimental conditions Q1 and Q4.

Shortly after “Testability and Meaning” (1936; 1937) Carnap recognized
that even these partial definitions are not yet liberal enough; sentences con-
taining highly theoretical concepts like ‘absolute temperature’ and ‘ψ func-
tion’ resist an operationalist interpretation. Again the problem was the holis-
tic character of the theory-evidence relation. In the laboratory, a negative test
result does not necessarily imply that a certain disposition is not present (the
scientist can always maintain her belief that a disposition is present by revis-
ing one of her auxiliary hypotheses). Similarly, a positive test does not imply
that the disposition is present. Reduction sentences, however, do not allow
for these possibilities as they are intended to state necessary conditions for
the application of a term. See Hempel (1952, 32) and Carnap (1956, 68). In
response, Carnap proposed an even more liberal criterion of empirical signif-
icance, one which recognizes that “[t]he definition of meaningfulness must
be relative to a theory T , because the same term may be meaningful with
respect to one theory but meaningless with respect to another” (ibid., 48). Yet
even this definition did not fully implement the lessons of holism as Quine
shows (CPT, 1984a, 125).
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deducing science from sense data” (ibid., 84) and we ought to
“despair of being able to define theoretical terms generally in
terms of phenomena” (FME, 1975a, 72). Hence, we are better off
studying the actual relation between theory and evidence.18

2.3 two strategies

The argument outlined above is mainly concerned with the em-
piricists’ ideas about the relation between theory and evidence,
with their attempts to connect our scientific beliefs with our
primary sense experiences. Quine argues that we are unable
to ground our beliefs on sense experience and that we can-
not translate our theoretical vocabulary in observational terms.
Schematically, the problem is that we have (A) our primary
sense-experiences, and (B) our best scientific theories, but that
we do not seem to be able to relate (A) and (B) in an episte-
mologically satisfying way. The holistic character of the theory-
evidence relation prevents us from establishing an epistemolog-
ically satisfying connection between the two because a typical
single (B)-sentence “has no distinctive empirical content of its
own” (CPT, 1984a, 125).

Still criticizing the epistemologist’s ideas about the relation
between theory and evidence is not the only way to challenge
the traditional project. There remains a second option. Instead
of showing that all attempts to base our scientific beliefs on
some science-independent foundation have failed, one can also

18 Or, as he put it already in his Oxford Lectures of 1953: “To start from scratch
[and] obtain science by pure incontrovertible reason—that’s out. The rational-
ist dream. To start with a tabula rasa and fill it in with pure experience by
[definition and] logic—that’s out. The phenomenalist dream. But something
of the original ill-formulated motivation of epistemology does remain valid.
The [twofold] root of scientific knowledge: 1) the stimulation of our end or-
gans by rays and molecules [. . . ] 2) our inner apparatus [. . . ] for weaving
theories. All this is subject matter for science” (OLPL*, 1953c, my transcrip-
tion).
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attempt to criticize the very idea of a science-independent foun-
dation itself. That is, instead of challenging the nature of the
relation between (A) and (B), one can also call into question
the epistemological value of connecting (B) with (A) in the first
place. One could, for example, dismiss the traditionalist’s ideas
about the epistemological status of (A) and argue that sense ex-
perience does not constitute a truly science-independent foun-
dation to begin with.

In “Epistemology Naturalized”, Quine does not discuss this
second option.19 That is, he does not question the idea of a
self-sufficient sensory language presupposed in the epistemol-
ogist’s attempts to reduce science to sense experience. Quine
only argues that once we have adopted a naturalized epistemol-
ogy, we can substitute our talk about sense data with talk about
its scientific analogue, the physical stimulation of our sensory
receptors:

one effect of seeing epistemology in a psychological set-
ting is that it resolves a stubborn old enigma of epistemo-
logical priority. [. . . ] In the old epistemological context
[. . . ] we were out to justify our knowledge of the exter-
nal world by rational reconstruction, and that demands
awareness. Awareness ceased to be demanded when we
gave up trying to justify our knowledge of the external
world by rational reconstruction. What to count as obser-
vation now can be settled in terms of the stimulation of
sensory receptors. (EN, 1969a, 84, my emphasis)

19 At least, Quine does not discuss this second option when it concerns the em-
piricist program of reducing science to sense data. Quine does use the second
strategy when he dismisses the logicist program of reducing mathematics
to logic and set theory. Quine argues that the logicists failed because their
foundations were not truly mathematics-independent. According to Quine,
set theory is itself a branch of mathematics, and so the logicists failed to
do “what the epistemologist would like of it”, i.e. revealing the ground of
mathematical knowledge (EN, 1969a, 70).
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In the remainder of this chapter, I argue that both before and af-
ter “Epistemology Naturalized”, Quine argues exactly the other
way around. Quine does not give up on sense data because
of his naturalism. Rather, he naturalizes epistemology because
of his doubts about the idea of “a self-sufficient and infallible
lore of sense data” (NLOM, 1995c, 462). That is, Quine’s doubts
about “epistemological priority” are not a consequence of his
naturalism, they are the very reason he adopts a naturalized
epistemology in the first place. Both before and after “Episte-
mology Naturalized”, in short, Quine does use the second strat-
egy; he criticizes the traditional project because he believes that
attempts to connect (A) and (B) are futile from an epistemolog-
ical perspective.

2.4 self-sufficient sensory languages

A first argument for my reading of Quine’s rejection of first phi-
losophy is based on his ideas about the sensory basis of science.
From the very beginning of his philosophical career, Quine has
thought about the relative benefits of phenomenalistic ontolo-
gies. Already in “On What There Is” (1948), for example, Quine
posed the question of whether we should adopt a “phenome-
nalistic” or a “physicalistic conceptual scheme”. His position
was a pragmatic one: we want an ontology that is as simple as
possible, but both conceptual schemes are simple in their own
respects.20 A phenomenalistic ontology posits only subjective
events of sensation, whereas a physicalistic scheme can be said
to offer conceptual simplicity (OWTI, 1948, 17).

20 Note that in talking about ‘conceptual schemes’ here, Quine is not invoking
a distinction between conceptual schemes and languages; for Quine they are
one and the same. See (VITD, 1981a, 41): “Where I have spoken of a conceptual
scheme I could have spoken of a language”.
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Despite this pragmatic attitude,21 however, Quine was aware
that we cannot reduce our complete vocabulary to sensory
terms, i.e. that the idea of a complete rational reconstruction is
an idle dream: “there is no likelihood that each sentence about
physical objects can actually be translated [. . . ] into the phe-
nomenalistic language” (ibid., 18). A few years later, in “Two
Dogmas Empiricism”, Quine explained why such a strict re-
duction is impossible: “our statements about the external world
face the tribunal of sense experience not individually but only
as a corporate body” (TDE, 1951b, 41).

As a result, the main ingredients of “Epistemology Natural-
ized” were already in place in the early 1950s: Quine was al-
ready familiar with the possibility of adopting a purely physi-
calistic conceptual scheme and he had already shown that the
traditional epistemologists’ attempts at reduction were fruitless.
Still Quine had not yet adopted a naturalized epistemology at
this point. He still believed that there might be epistemological
reasons for adopting a phenomenalistic conceptual scheme:

From among the various conceptual schemes best suited
to [. . . ] various pursuits, one–the phenomenalistic–claims
epistemological priority. Viewed from within the phenom-
enalistic conceptual scheme, the ontologies of physical
objects and mathematical objects are myths. The quality
of myth, however, is relative; relative, in this case, to the
epistemological point of view. (OWTI, 1948, 19)

This situation had not changed in “Two Dogmas”, where Quine
continued to talk about “sense data” in describing the eviden-
tial boundaries of his newly developed holistic empiricism (TDE,
1951b, 44).22

21 As we shall see in the sections 4.7 and 4.11, it is not completely correct to think
of Quine as defending a pragmatic position on this issue. For our present
purposes, however, it will do.

22 See also Quine’s introduction to the first edition of Methods of Logic where
he claims that “[t]he seeing of a green patch, and the simultaneous utterance
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Between “Two Dogmas” (1951b) and Word and Object (1960b)
however, Quine did switch exclusively to a physicalistic concep-
tual scheme. Looking back on this period, Quine has referred to
the ten years between these two works as the decade in which
he became “more consciously and explicitly naturalistic”; as the
period in which he “stiffened up his flabby reference to ‘expe-
rience’ by turning to our physical interface with the external
world: the physical impacts of rays and molecules upon our sen-
sory surfaces” (TDR, 1991b, 398). That is, in the decade follow-
ing “Two Dogmas”, Quine adopted a physicalistic conceptual
scheme and started to talk exclusively about the stimulation of
sensory receptors.23

So why did Quine give up on phenomenalism? Did Quine
give up on sense datum languages out of despair? Did he, in
other words, come to regard the traditional perspective as hope-
less because we cannot reduce science to sense experience? No,
he did not. What changed is that he became convinced that
the very idea of a sense datum language is not epistemologically
prior to but dependent on our best scientific theories of the world;
that “[s]ense data are posits too” (PR, 1955, 252). Quine came to
believe that the traditional project was flawed from the begin-
ning; in appealing to a phenomenalistic language as a starting
point for her inquiries, the epistemologist already presupposes
a good deal of science:

Talk of subjective sense qualities comes mainly as a deriva-
tive idiom [. . . ] Impressed with the fact that we know ex-

‘Green patch now’, constitute the sort of composite event which, in its rare
occurrences, gladdens the heart of the epistemologist” (ML1, 1950c, xi). See
Murphey (2012, 89). Interestingly, Quine has deleted this in the fourth edition
of Methods of Logic. There he only talks about “the utterance of a statement
on the occasion of a stimulation to which that string of words has become
associated” (ML4, 1982b, 1). I thank Thomas Ricketts for this suggestion.

23 A more detailed historical account of the evolution of Quine’s naturalism in
the first decades of his career will be provided in chapter 4. In this section, I
focus on Quine’s reasons for abandoning phenomenalism.
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ternal things only mediately through our senses, philoso-
phers from Berkeley onward have undertaken to strip
away the physicalistic conjectures and bare the sense data.
Yet even as we try to recapture the data, in all their in-
nocence of interpretation, we find ourselves depending
upon sidelong glances into natural science. (WO, 1960b,
§1)

Traditional epistemology builds on the idea that sense data are
independent of our basic theories of the world. This is why a
reduction of our beliefs to sense data would constitute a ma-
jor epistemological achievement. Quine, however, became con-
vinced that this presupposition is incorrect.24

As an example of the dependence relation between science
and sense data, Quine discusses the idea that our elementary
experiences are two-dimensional, an idea that Carnap also pre-
supposed in the Aufbau when he wanted to assign the sense
qualities in our two-dimensional visual field to points in the
three-dimensional physical space order. According to Quine,
however, the idea that our elementary visual experiences are
two-dimensional is itself based on rudimentary science:

The old epistemologists may have thought that their atom-
istic attitude toward sense data was grounded in intro-
spection, but it was not. It was grounded in their knowl-
edge of the physical world. Berkeley was bent on deriv-
ing depth from two-dimensional data for no other reason
than the physical fact that the surface of the eye is two-
dimensional.25 (RR, 1973, 2)

24 It should be noted that this is not Quine’s only argument against sense data.
See (WO, 1960b, §§48-9) and, for an extensive list, Gibson (1982, 157-9). Given
the purposes of this chapter, I will here focus on Quine’s argument against
the epistemic priority of sense data.

25 See also (WO, 1960b, 2): “We may hold, with Berkeley, that the momentary
data of vision consist of colors disposed in a spatial manifold of two dimen-
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Not only the empiricists’ ideas about the two-dimensional basis
of their construction depend on scientific knowledge, but even
the very empiricism that underlies their attempts to construct
science from sense data depends on their scientific picture of
the world. According to Quine, the empiricists’ claim that all
knowledge is empirical can only itself rely on empirical knowl-
edge:

The champions of atomic sense data were seeking the
unscientific raw materials from which natural science is
made, but in so doing they were being guided, all un-
awares, by an old discovery that was the work of natural
science itself [. . . ] It is the discovery that all our informa-
tion about the external world reaches us through the im-
pact of external forces on our sensory surfaces [. . . ] This
is a scientific finding, open, as usual, to reconsideration
in the light of new evidence.26 (SSS, 1986l, 328)

As a result, the supposedly science-independent sense data, the
so called neutral basis for a purely epistemological foundation

sions; but we come to this conclusion by reasoning from the bidimensionality
of the ocular surface, or by noting the illusion which can be engendered by
two-dimensional artefacts such as paintings and mirrors, or, more abstractly,
simply by noting that the interception of light in space must necessarily take
place along a surface”; and (NNK, 1975d, 258): “the accepted basis of the con-
struction, the two-dimensional visual field, was itself dictated by the science
of the external world [. . . ] The light that informs us of the external world
impinges on the two-dimensional surface of the eye, and it was Berkeley’s
awareness of this that set his problem”.

26 See also (OME, 1952a, 225): “The crucial insight of empiricism is that any
evidence for science has its end points in the senses. This insight remains
valid, but it is an insight which comes after physics, physiology, and psychol-
ogy, not before”; and (WO, 1960b, 2): “The motivating insight, viz. that we
can know external things only through impacts at our nerve endings, is itself
based on our general knowledge of the ways of physical objects—illuminated
desks, reflected light, activated retinas. Small wonder that the quest for sense
data should be guided by the same sort of knowledge that prompts it”.
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for science, are theoretical posits as much as the physical objects
that the traditional epistemologist attempts to construct from
them. For Quine, the only epistemological difference between
the two is that our physicalistic conceptual scheme is what ac-
tually ties our experiences together: “The memories that link
our past experiences with present ones and induce our expec-
tations are themselves mostly memories not of sensory intake
but of essentially scientific posits, namely things and events in
the physical world” (FSS, 1995b, 15). We construct sense data
only after we have acquired an object-based conceptual scheme.
This is why painters have to be trained to reproduce their three-
dimensional view of the world into a two-dimensional picture
(GT, 1970a, 1).

The standard conception presupposes that traditional episte-
mology fails because we ought to despair of deducing science
fully from sense data. The present reflections show, however,
that Quine’s rejection of traditional epistemology beyond “Epis-
temology Naturalized” is guided by the second strategy distin-
guished above. For Quine, the epistemologists’ quest for foun-
dations was misguided from the beginning; there is no prior
sense datum language, no transcendental science-independent
perspective from which to validate science.27

2.5 quine’s response to the sceptic

Quine’s rejection of first philosophy thus seems to be guided
by an argument against transcendence, not by despair. Quine

27 See also, (WO, 1960b, 3): “[t]here is every reason to inquire into the sensory
or stimulatory background of ordinary talk of physical things. The mistake
comes only in seeking an implicit sub-basement of conceptualization, or of
language. Conceptualization on any considerable scale is inseparable from
language, and our ordinary language of physical things is about as basic
as language gets [. . . ] If we improve our understanding of ordinary talk of
physical things, it will not be by reducing that talk to a more familiar idiom;
there is none”.
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is not primarily worried about the epistemologists’ ability to
reconstruct science from sense data, but with their claim that
sense data might provide a science-independent neutral foun-
dation for science. This interpretation is confirmed by Quine’s
response to the sceptic, which, as I will show in this section,
relies on the same type of reasoning.

Recall that, for Quine, traditional epistemology starts from
a deep dissatisfaction with the problem of error, with “wor-
ries about our knowledge of the external world” (FSS, 1995b,
1). Now, if the standard conception were correct, and if Quine’s
argument against traditional epistemology were indeed an ar-
gument from despair, his naturalism would constitute a surren-
der to the sceptic. For in despairing of reconstructing science
from sense data, Quine would be despairing of the epistemolo-
gist’s attempt to provide our beliefs with a proper foundation.
In waking up from his Cartesian dream, in other words, Quine
would be forced to admit that the sceptic was right all along;
we simply ought to despair of providing our beliefs with the
kind of justification the sceptic demands.

In reality, however, Quine does not admit that the sceptic has
been right from the beginning. Instead of despairing of being
able to answer the sceptic, he makes a move similar to the one
discussed above: he argues that the sceptic too presupposes a
good deal of science in her inquiries. Where the traditional
epistemologist inadvertently relied on scientific knowledge in
her talk about sense data, the sceptic cannot question science
without presupposing science:

Doubt prompts the theory of knowledge, yes; but knowl-
edge, also, was what prompted the doubt. Scepticism is
an offshoot of science. The basis for scepticism is the
awareness of illusion, the discovery that we must not al-
ways believe our eyes. Scepticism battens on mirages, on
seemingly bent sticks in water, on rainbows, after-images,
double images, dreams. But in what sense are these illu-
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sions? In the sense that they seem to be material objects
which they in fact are not. Illusions are illusions only rel-
ative to a prior acceptance of genuine bodies with which
to contrast them.28 (NNK, 1975d, 258)

Sceptical questions are thus questions internal to science. Ac-
cording to Quine, it is science itself that shows that our evidence
for science is meager; the sceptic needs to presuppose at least
some theory in order to question it. The sceptic too is misguided
when she believes that she can coherently doubt the reality of
our beliefs from some self-sufficient science-independent per-
spective. Her terms too are only intelligible within a more in-
clusive theory of the world: “the term ‘reality’, the term ‘real’,
is a scientific term on a par with ‘table’, ‘chair’, ‘electron’, ‘neu-
trino’, ‘class’, [. . . ] all these are part of our scientific apparatus,
our terminology, so that the only sense I can make of scepticism
is that somehow our theory is wrong” (EBDQ, 1994b, 252).29

The question of how theory relates to evidence is an open
question, but it is a question internal to science, it is an imma-
nent challenge. We cannot step outside our conceptual scheme
and question that scheme all at once. As a transcendental chal-
lenge scepticism simply makes no sense: “There is no such
cosmic exile” (WO, 1960b, 275), no self-sufficient vantage point
from which to question science.30

28 See also (RR, 1973, 2-3): “The skeptics cited familiar illusions to show the
fallibility of the senses; but this concept of illusion itself rested on natural sci-
ence, since the quality of illusion consisted simply in deviation from external
scientific reality”.

29 This perspective on sceptical challenges Quine also developed in the ten years
between “Two Dogmas” and Word and Object. See (SLS, 1954b, 229).

30 Are not sceptical challenges just as problematic when we recognize that they
are “of a piece with the scientific endeavor” (RS2, 1981b, 475)? Barry Stroud
certainly seems to think so. According to Stroud, Quine is “committed at
least to the coherence of [the traditional sceptical question] by his very con-
ception of knowledge” (Stroud, 1981, 468). Quine, like the traditional epis-
temologist, distinguishes between our objective input from the world and
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2.6 taking holism seriously

Let me sum up what we have established thus far. Quine’s re-
jection of first philosophy, both before and after “Epistemology
Naturalized”, is not based on despair, but on his rejection of
transcendence, his dismissal of the idea of a science-independent
perspective. According to Quine, “[t]here is no external vantage
point, no first philosophy” (NK, 1969b, 127). Both the sceptic
and the traditional epistemologist presuppose an Archimedean
point in their inquiries. The sceptic presupposes that she can
challenge science from some science-independent perspective,
while the epistemologist presupposes that she can answer this
challenge by reducing our theories to some science-independent
sensory language.

Now, what underlies these traditional presuppositions is an
absolute distinction between theory and evidence. Both the scep-
tic and the epistemologist rely on a strict theory-evidence di-
chotomy in their inquiries. The sceptic questions our scientific
theories because she believes that our evidence for these theo-
ries is too meager. Yet, her doubts only constitute a transcenden-
tal challenge when that very evidence does not itself depend on

our beliefs about the world as a result of that input. According to Stroud, any
such “bipartite view of knowledge leaves open the general possibility that the
objective world is different from the way we take it to be” and that, in con-
sequence, we can never know “that that possibility does not obtain” (ibid.).
More metaphorically, Stroud argues that the naturalist, the busy sailor adrift
on Neurath’s ship, can never dismiss the possibility “of sawing all around
that meagre portion of the ship that represents our sensory data, and setting
the rest of it adrift” (Stroud, 1984, 234).

Stroud’s critique would be valid if the standard conception were correct,
if Quine had dismissed traditional epistemology out of despair. Yet, Quine’s
view precisely implies that we cannot strictly distinguish between our input
from the world and our beliefs about the world as a result of that input. Sure,
Quine has a bipartite view of knowledge, but his bipartite picture is one
internal to science. His ideas about input and output are immanent ideas. We
simply cannot maintain our sense data as a self-sufficient raft while setting
the rest of our ship of knowledge adrift. See (RS2, 1981b, 474-5).
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those theories. Similarly, the traditional epistemologist’s project
of reconstructing science from sense data only constitutes a
truly foundational project when these sense data themselves
are not intruded by our best scientific theories.

As a result, in both cases Quine’s rejection of transcendence
seems to boil down to a rejection of an absolute theory-evidence
distinction. Indeed, Quine has argued that, in some qualified
way, “observation is inseparable from theory” (PTF, 1996a, 477),
that we cannot draw a clean distinction between an observa-
tion’s evidential value and the influence of intrusive informa-
tion.31 According to Quine, even a very basic one-term obser-
vation sentence like ‘Red’, which might be taken to report a
sense datum, is to some extent susceptible to intrusive informa-
tion. After all, one can imagine extreme cases in which we “may
be persuaded, by collateral information about odd lighting and
juxtaposition, that something is really red that did not seem so
or vice versa” (WO, 1960b, 41). This shows that even an innocent
observation sentence like ‘Red’ is never completely theory-free.
It is therefore not surprising that Quine proposes that it would
make more sense to speak about “degrees of theoreticity”, with
sentences like ‘Red’ at one extreme and highly theoretic obser-
vation sentences like ‘There was copper in it’ at the other (PTF,
1996a, 477).32

Ironically, what underlies Quine’s rejection of a strict theory-
evidence dichotomy is his holism. Thus far, I have presented
Quine’s holism as a thesis that affects the relation between the-
ory and evidence. Our theories are said to be significant only

31 The nature of the qualification will the subject of section 2.7. In this section
I discuss Quine’s rejection of the strict theory-evidence distinction as if it is
unqualified.

32 See also (RES, 1999a, 263): “This vision of science is a step from Karl Popper
toward Thomas Kuhn. The observation categoricals that are the checkpoints
of a theory are built of observation sentences that are themselves irreducibly
theoretic to various degrees, so an apparent counter instance of such a cate-
gorical is strong evidence against the theory but not necessarily lethal”.
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in clusters because a single theoretical statement “has no dis-
tinctive empirical content of its own” (CPT, 1984a, 125-6). Let us
call this narrow-scoped holism. As we have seen, this holism is
strong enough to explain why we cannot translate our theoret-
ical concepts into observation terms. Yet, this type of holism is
of a narrow scope because it applies only to the theoretical sen-
tences of a theory. Nothing is said about the way in which the
content of observation sentences themselves are constituted. As
it now turns out, however, the scope of Quine’s holism is con-
siderably broader. After all, if ‘observation is inseparable from
theory’, holism affects our observation sentences as well. The
content of a one-term sentence like ‘Red’, too, partly depends
on the contribution it makes to our theory as a whole, a thesis
that we might call wide-scoped holism.33

Quine’s position, then, might be summarized as follows. At
the highest level of generality, Quine’s rejection of first phi-
losophy is a rejection of transcendence, a rejection justified by
his wide-scoped holism. There is no external vantage point be-
cause our statements will only make sense within our theory
of the world. Quine’s dismissal of a strict theory-evidence dis-
tinction, and hence his dismissal of both the sceptic’s and the
traditional epistemologist’s presuppositions, is an application
of his ideas about transcendence and hence a consequence of
his wide-scoped holism. The problem with Quine’s argument
from despair is that is too weak. It grants the traditional episte-
mologist and the sceptic their strict theory-evidence distinction
and argues on the basis of the weaker narrow-scoped holism
that we cannot derive the one from the other.

33 As we shall see in chapter 4, this is not the only sense in which Quine’s
holism is wide-scoped. In chapter 5, the exact nature of Quine’s wide-scoped
holism will be the subject of discussion.
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2.7 theory vs . evidence

At this point one might start to wonder whether Quine is not
dismissing too much in rejecting first philosophy and embrac-
ing a wide-scoped holism. Is not Quine closing off our connec-
tion with the world in claiming that observation is inseparable
from theory, in rejecting an absolute theory-evidence distinc-
tion? It might seem that if we cannot take our evidence to be
theory-free, we are somehow trapped within our system of be-
liefs. It might seem, in other words, that the cure is worse than
the ailment, that Quine’s views about evidence should be cause
for a much greater despair than the initial argument that we
cannot reconstruct science from sense data.

Such a conclusion would be misguided however. Quine’s
ideas about the relation between theory and evidence are more
nuanced then they might initially seem to be. In this section,
I argue that, to some extent, Quine does allow theory-free ob-
servation sentences; that to some extent, he does allow a strict
theory-evidence dichotomy. I argue that Quine only claims that
theory-free observation sentences are not available for the tra-
ditional epistemologist’s purposes.

The key to understanding Quine’s more nuanced ideas about
the relation between theory and evidence is his distinction be-
tween holophrastic and analytic observation sentences. Consider
the very basic observation sentence ‘Fluffy cat’, for example,
and suppose that a subject utters the sentence in the presence
of a fluffy cat. If this subject is a competent speaker of English,
her sentence will contain meaningful parts; it will be an ana-
lytic observation sentence.34 The speaker knows what is meant

34 The notion of ‘analyticity’ here should not be confused with the notion of
analyticity that plays an important role in Quine’s rejection of the analytic-
synthetic distinction. In order to avoid such confusion, Quine also sometimes
speaks about ‘taking an observation sentence piecemeal’. See (IPOS, 1993b,
412).
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by the component term ‘cat’ and she uses the word to refer
to a particular physical object. Furthermore, the speaker will
be disposed to assent to an alternative observation sentence if
that sentence describes the situation equally well. If the speaker
were to learn that a cat can also be referred to as a ‘felis catus’,
for example, she would immediately be able to form the sen-
tence ‘Fluffy felis catus’ and see that the sentence is also true in
her situation. Moreover, the speaker will be prepared to with-
draw her assent to the observation sentence when she discovers
that the catlike object is not really a cat after all.

An infant who has just learned ‘Fluffy cat’ as one of her
first sentences, on the other hand, will use the sentence in a
completely different holophrastic way. She will not see the sen-
tence as composed of distinguishable meaningful parts. Rather,
her sentence will just be an unstructured whole, a random cry
‘Fluffycat’ that she is conditioned to utter or assent to in appro-
priate circumstances:

Observation sentences contain words that refer to objects
when used in mature discourse, but the infant first ac-
quires such a sentence only as a seamless whole, condi-
tioned—like the signal cry of the ape—to an appropriate
range of global neural intakes. (NLOM, 1995c, 464-5)

The infant does not use the sentence to refer to a particular
object. Rather, she is trained to utter the complete sentence as
an unstructured whole in relevant situations. As a result, even
if she were to be conditioned to utter the sentence ‘felis catus’
in these circumstances as well, she would not automatically be
able to form the sentence ‘Fluffy felis catus’. Furthermore, the
infant at this stage will also not be able to withdraw her assent
to any observation sentence in the light of new information:
“Second thoughts are not yet relevant; they become so only at
a later stage, when scientific theory has begun to interrelate
observation sentences and generate conflict” (PTF, 1996a, 476).
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Now, according to Quine, in the latter holophrastic sense ob-
servation sentences are theory-free, i.e. independent of intrusive
information. As soon as a speaker has learned to use her obser-
vation sentences analytically, however, a complicated process
that proceeds by “short leaps” (NNK, 1975d, 267), these sen-
tences will be subject to Quine’s wide-scoped holism. That is,
these sentences too will be significant only in clusters:

[Holophrastic observation sentences] are associated as
wholes to appropriate ranges of stimulation, by condi-
tioning. Component words are there merely as compo-
nent syllables, theory-free. But these words recur in theo-
retical contexts in the fullness of time. It is precisely this
sharing of words, by observation sentences and theoreti-
cal sentences, that provides logical connections between
the two kinds of sentences and makes observation rele-
vant to scientific theory. (PT, 1990g, 7)

As a result, Quine’s distinction between holophrastic and ana-
lytic observation sentences perfectly illustrates the scope of his
holism. As soon as a speaker starts to master his language be-
yond the stage of conditioned “animal cries” (IPOS, 1993b, 412),
holism sets in. The word ‘cat’ starts to occur in more and more
observations sentences and the infant gradually acquires the
ability to form new sentences all by herself; a point in her de-
velopment at which she already relies on a substantive object-
based theory of the world. In consequence, as soon as we have
acquired the bare essentials of our language and the capacity to
refer, the content of our observation sentences too will depend
on the contribution they make to our theory as a whole.35

35 Another way to express the same point is to say that holophrastic observa-
tion sentences are momentary, whereas records of those sentences are stored
in the web as theoretical standing sentences. This is at least how Quine some-
times expresses the point in responses to questions. See (LSQ*, 1982a) and
(QQN*, 1986b).
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The distinction between holophrastic and analytic observa-
tion sentences therefore explains why Quine believes it to be
impossible to develop a phenomenalistic language that is truly
independent of science. For whenever the epistemologist starts
her inquiry with sentences like ‘Red patch now’, she will only
have provided a theory-free science-independent foundation if
she uses these sentences holophrastically, if she considers them
as unstructured wholes. Yet, holophrastic observation sentences
will not be of any use for the traditional epistemologist’s pur-
poses, precisely because they are radically unstructured and
theory-free. The ability of an infant to utter the one-term sen-
tence ‘Red’ in the holophrastic sense, whenever confronted with
a red experience, does not amount to anything more than her
ability to cry whenever she has hurt herself. She cannot yet refer
to the color or use the term in an epistemologically interesting
sense: “We can credit the child at this point with being able to
discriminate red, to recognize red. [. . . ] But to say that [she] refers
to the color would be to impute our ontology to him” (RR, 1973,
81-3). Using sentences like ‘Red patch now’ in the holophrastic
sense as a foundation for science, even if this were possible for
the epistemologist who has already mastered the English lan-
guage, would therefore be fruitless. Without the ability to refer
and the ability to utter truth-valued sentences, the traditional
epistemologist’s project will never get off the ground. It is only
in the analytic sense that observation sentences can be linked to
scientific theory. Yet, in the analytic sense the component terms
of observation sentences cannot be separated from the theoreti-
cal system in which they take part.

As a result, even though Quine’s argument against traditional
epistemology rests on his wide-scoped holism, his rejection of
a strict theory-evidence distinction is no cause for despair; our
observation sentences are argued to be ultimately grounded
in theory-free responses to sensory stimulation. According to
Quine, we can maintain that “observation sentences stay on in
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their old definition and their role as [. . . ] the checkpoints of
science”, even if we have to acknowledge that “observation is
inseparable from theory” (PTF, 1996a, 477) when we are using
our observation sentences analytically.

2.8 reinterpreting “epistemology naturalized”

In this chapter, I have reconstructed Quine’s reasons for dis-
missing traditional epistemology. I have challenged the claim
that his argument is one from despair. Quine does not reject
traditional epistemology because we cannot reduce our science
to sense data. Rather, Quine dismisses the project as flawed
from the beginning; it is impossible to develop a self-sufficient
sensory language, independent of our best scientific theories of
the world. The search for a transcendental perspective, indepen-
dent of science, is a mistake. Quine’s argument is supported by
his wide-scoped holism, the thesis that the content of both our
theoretical and our observation statements, considered analyti-
cally, depends on the contribution they make to our theory as a
whole. As a result, observation is to a large extent inseparable
from theory, and we are all bound to start our inquiries from
within; even sceptical questions are immanent.

Let me, in conclusion, examine how we might interpret “Epis-
temology Naturalized” in the light of these findings; that is, ex-
amine how we might make better sense of Quine’s argument
in the paper. I believe that the paper can be better understood
if we keep in mind the distinction between immanent and tran-
scendental inquiry. As we have seen in section 2.5, there are
two ways in which one might interpret sceptical challenges. In
the transcendental reading, the sceptic is seen as questioning
science from some science-independent external vantage point,
while in the immanent reading scepticism is a challenge from
within. Quine dismisses the transcendental challenge as inco-
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herent but admits that sceptical scenarios are live possibilities
when construed immanently.

Now, since the epistemologist’s project of reducing science
to sense data is supposed to provide an answer to the scep-
tic’s challenge, it admits two interpretations as well. On the one
hand, one can interpret rational reconstruction as an attempt to
fulfill the Cartesian dream, to ground our knowledge in some
science-independent sensory language. In this transcendental
reading, rational reconstruction is a project within first philoso-
phy. As we have seen, Quine dismisses this project as incoherent
because he rejects the idea of a self-sufficient sensory language.

Yet, one can also interpret ‘rational reconstruction’ as a proj-
ect internal to science. In this reading, the project does not pre-
suppose an external vantage point. One can just posit a phe-
nomenalistic language, acknowledge that this language is not
self-sufficient, and examine whether we can simplify our the-
ory of the world by reducing our scientific talk to this language.
In this reading, the project need not be dismissed because it pre-
supposes an implicit sub-basement of conceptualization. Rather,
it fails because we ought to despair of ever being able to success-
fully define the empirical content of a single theoretical state-
ment in isolation.

In this chapter, I have limited my discussion to the transcen-
dental interpretation and argued that Quine’s argument against
this type of rational reconstruction is not an argument from de-
spair. Yet, the careful reader of Quine after “Epistemology Nat-
uralized” will notice that Quine has never limited himself to
either one of these two interpretations. Consider, for example,
the following passages:

Various epistemologists, from Descartes to Carnap, [. . . ]
sought a foundation for natural science in mental enti-
ties, the flux of raw sense data. It was as if we might
first fashion a self-sufficient and infallible lore of sense
data, innocent of reference to physical things, and then
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build a theory of the external world somehow on that
finished foundation. The naturalistic epistemologist dis-
misses this dream of a prior sense-datum language.36

(NLOM, 1995c, 462)

My attitude toward the project of a rational reconstruc-
tion of the world from sense data is [. . . ] naturalistic. I
do not regard the project as incoherent, though its moti-
vation in some cases is confused. I see it as a project of
positing a realm of entities intimately related to the stim-
ulation of the sensory surfaces, and then [. . . ] to construct
a language adequate to natural science. It is an attractive
idea, for it would bring scientific discourse into a much
more explicit and systematic relation to its observational
checkpoint. My only reservation is that I am convinced,
regretfully, that it cannot be done.37 (TTPT, 1981d, 23)

Although Quine is talking about the same project in both pas-
sages, viz. reconstructing science out of sense data, the former
constitutes a transcendental and the latter constitutes an imma-
nent reading of the project. For whereas the former talks about
‘seeking a foundation for science’, the latter talks about ‘posit-
ing’ sense data and about bringing ‘scientific discourse into a
much more explicit and systematic relation to its observational
checkpoint’. It is because of this reason that Quine uses a dis-
tinct argument in each case. In the former he rejects the idea
of a self-sufficient sense datum language and in the latter he is
convinced, regretfully, that the project cannot be fulfilled.

Now let me turn to “Epistemology Naturalized”. Quine’s
goal in the paper is to convince the reader that we should
abandon “creative reconstruction” and that we should examine
how the construction of scientific theories “really proceeds”. In

36 See also (SSS, 1986l, 327-8).
37 See also (PTF, 1996a, 477).
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order to establish this, Quine argues that there are no advan-
tages of rational reconstruction over ‘straight psychology”.38

Now, when one reads Quine’s paper with the above distinc-
tion between immanent and transcendental reconstruction in
the back of one’s mind, one finds that Quine is almost exclu-
sively concerned with dismissing the advantages of rational re-
construction in its immanent reading. Quine spends almost no
time on rejecting the Cartesian quest for a foundation of knowl-
edge. He uses only a few words to argue that, with respect to
the doctrinal side of epistemology, we are no farther along to-
day than where Hume left us (EN, 1969a, 72). The implication
here is that since the doctrinal project fails, the transcendental
quest for foundations can be abandoned, both on its concep-
tual and its doctrinal side. It is at this point, that Quine could
have inserted his argument against self-sufficient sensory lan-
guages; but he did not, probably because he presupposed that
the reader already accepted the hopelessness of the project. The
bulk of Quine’s argument is concerned with dismissing the ad-
vantages of Carnap’s project (ibid., 72-80), a project that he in-
terprets immanently as he emphasizes that Carnap already saw
the “Cartesian quest for certainty [. . . ] as a lost cause” (ibid.,
74).39

Quine does not interpret Carnap as a first philosopher aiming
to validate our scientific theories. Rather, he believes that the

38 As noted in chapter 1 (fn. 20), Quine originally titled his paper “Epistemology
naturalized; or, the case for psychologism”. In this 1968-version of the paper,
Quine’s famous passage “Why not settle for psychology? Such a surrender
of the epistemological burden to psychology is a move that was disallowed
in earlier times as circular reasoning” reads as follows: “Why not settle for
psychology? Such a surrender of the epistemological burden to psychology is
a move that was denounced by Lotze, Frege, and others in the nineteenth cen-
tury under the disparaging name of psychologism, partly for fear of circular
reasoning” (ENP*, 1968a).

39 See also (FSS, 1995b, 13): “ Carnap’s motivation was not [the] traditional quest
for certainty. Rather, his goal was just a systematic integration [. . . ] of our
scientific concepts of mind and nature”.
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advantage of Carnap’s project, if it were to succeed, is that it
would “elicit and clarify the sensory evidence for science” (EN,
1969a, 74); a project that is immanent, as it will only legitimize
the concepts of science “to whatever degree the concepts of set
theory, logic, and observation are themselves legitimate” (ibid.,
76). Given this immanent interpretation of Carnap’s project, it
is no surprise that he uses his argument from despair to dismiss
it.

My suggestion, therefore, is that one should not read “Episte-
mology Naturalized” as an argument against traditional episte-
mology in its transcendental interpretation, even though some
passages invite such a reading.40 Quine and Carnap (and many
other epistemologists for that matter) had already rejected this
type of first philosophy elsewhere. Rather, Quine was concerned
with the type of “creative reconstruction” that continued to be
an essential element of Carnap’s epistemology. Quine’s aim was
not to show that this type of inquiry is naturalistically unaccept-
able, he only attempted to establish that this project, regretfully,
could not be fulfilled, that “[w]e must despair of any such re-
duction” (EN, 1969a, 77).

40 One of the most confusing elements of “Epistemology Naturalized” is that
Quine uses the term ‘epistemology’ to denote both the Cartesian quest for
certainty and the relatively innocent attempt to examine the relation between
theory and evidence. In this respect, I agree with Johnsen (2005) that “Episte-
mology Naturalized” fails to expose Quine’s views as clearly as possible. See
footnote 6.


